Effect of Particle Size Distribution to Remove Contaminants in Groundwater at Dengkil, Selangor.
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Abstract. Particle size distribution (PSD) below ground may influence the groundwater flow rate. Due to that, this study focuses on laboratory scale using local alluvial soil to remove contaminants from river water using different of soil PSD samples. In horizontal permeability modelling shows permeability was influenced by the coefficient of uniformity (Cu) of sand. However, the permeability changes was differ between well and poorly graded sand. Well graded sands Cu between 4 to 5 the permeability changes are only between 7.8 – 7.9 x10\textsuperscript{-4} m/s. Whereas poorly graded sands Cu are between 2.5 to 4 the permeability change between 6.9 – 9.0 x 10\textsuperscript{-4} m/s. Whereas poorly graded sand was shows as consistent media than well graded to remove contaminants and the permeability rate is higher than well graded sand. Poorly graded (Sand B and C) removes turbidity and iron up to 50%. Because of that poorly graded soil is preferable for RBF application.

Introduction

The introduction of groundwater abstraction or riverbank filtration (RBF) is due to the deterioration of water sources from non-point source pollutions. More than that, the impact of using high quantity of chemical in treatment process cannot be ignored as the chemical will affect human health [1]. This system is to improve intake water quality where the water intake process changed from river water to intake process is assisted by well applied several meters from the river pathway [2]. RBF is a new approach in Malaysia which introducing a natural treatment rather than other man-made treatment. Pollutants which is proven can be reduced are colour, turbidity, total coliform, \textit{E. coli}, \textit{Cryptosporidium parvum}, dissolve organic matter (DOM), and heavy metal [3]. Weiss et al. [4] had studied on removal of turbidity at the Wabash River Indiana-American Water. Concentrations in the well waters were very constant, within the range generally fell between 0.1 and 1 NTU with some exceptions. Lee et al. [5] had studied on the removal of iron in RBF site at Nakdong River, Korea. The concentration of iron (Fe\textsuperscript{3+}) in the riverbank well ranged from 0.00 to 0.09 mg/l, averaging 0.02 mg/l. The concentration of Fe\textsuperscript{3+} in the river water ranged from 0.00 to 0.18 mg/l, averaging 0.03 mg/l. In general, the iron concentration is low in water. However, the iron concentration of the ambient groundwater of RBF site at Louisville is high in RBF well [6]. The knowledge gap exists concerning the long term performance of the RBF. Soil is the product of biochemical weathering of the parent material [7, 8]. Weathering process will replace the existing underground soil compaction to be more compressed according to time.

Due to that, this study focuses on the capability of alluvial soil taken from site to remove contaminants from river water. The objective of this study was to reveal the long-term effect on changes of particles size distribution (PSD) for the removal of contaminants (turbidity and iron) in RBF system based on soil collected from the Dengkil site in Selangor. The underground ability to transmit groundwater is a major factor in RBF. Therefore, the characteristic of water flow is taken in this experiment.

Method

Soil Analysis. The site was located at coordinates 2° 53’28.70” N, 101° 42’6.0” E, Jenderam Hilir, Dengkil, Selangor. At this location, the water and soil samples were taken for the physical model.
test. According to Environmental Quality Report (EQR) 2011, Langat River is a Class III polluted river [9]. Four soil samples were tested by ASTM D 2487-06 standard procedure.

**Permeability Measurement.** Constant Head Permeability Test (horizontal and vertical) is performed according to Standard procedure ASTM D 2434-68.

**Experiment Setup.** The setup experiment was simplified in Fig. 1. Physical model was made from Perspex material with dimension 60 x 20 x 80 cm. Sand was filled is section B for 7cm depth of soil. The flow rate of peristaltic pump was 100 ml/min. The height of water at section A and C (Fig. 1), was measured and recorded as head difference which was used in calculating the permeability of the sand using Darcy Law equation. As the sand in the physical model was saturated with water, the effluent from section C was gathered in a 120 ml container.

![Fig. 1: Physical model experimental setup](image)

**Analysis.** In order to investigate the effect of sand PSD on the rate of removal of pollutants, all coefficient of uniformity of four sand have different particle size distributions are grouped together in ascending order. In addition to linking PSD of the soil, soil permeability (horizontal permeability) was also studied to understand the changes the soils ability to drain water.

**Results and Discussions**

**Soil Analysis, Coefficient of Uniformity and Permeability (Horizontal and Vertical) Results.** Every sands is obtained different PSD curve. Using sand soil type for all experiment because sand is the most suitable soil type for RBF as applied at Lake Tegel, Germany [10, 11]. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of sand at Jenderam Hilir, Dengkil, Selangor near the Langat River. From the result of sieve analysis, the range of $D_{10}$, $D_{30}$ and $D_{60}$ were 0.13mm – 0.6mm, 0.3mm – 1.0mm and 0.59mm – 1.5mm, respectively. The range of calculated $C_u$ and $C_c$ were 2.5 – 4.62 and 0.95 – 1.15, respectively.

**Table 1: Result in soil characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil</th>
<th>$C_u$</th>
<th>$C_c$</th>
<th>$D_{10}$ (mm)</th>
<th>$D_{30}$ (mm)</th>
<th>$D_{60}$ (mm)</th>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Graded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sand A</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>White gray</td>
<td>Well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand B</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>White gray</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand C</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>White gray</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand D</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Well</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Coefficient of Uniformity and Permeability (Horizontal and Vertical) Results. In the physical model, the horizontal permeability increased when Cu is increased for all sand. Fig. 3 shows soil permeability (horizontal and vertical) range is $7.0 \times 10^{-5}$ to $36.0 \times 10^{-4}$ m/s. Permeability of well graded sand samples (A and D) are not significantly increase when coefficient of uniformity (Cu) is increased. But permeability of poorly graded sand samples (B and C) are show significant effected when Cu increased. The effect of sand PSD toward soil permeability needs to be observed because by time, the soil particle in the aquifer may change as the result of the soil physical weathering process [12]. The grain size determines the permeability of sand sample [13].

Removal of Pollutants in Modelling of Horizontal Permeability. The removal of turbidity for sand D from 176 NTU, to 2.63 NTU is the highest removal than other sand as in Fig. 4. In the previous study by Neudorfer and Weyermays [14], the turbidity was removed from 9.9 NTU to 0.7 NTU which has better result obtained than this study. However, in overall performance of turbidity removal is better than the previous study [14] which marks only 9.9 NTU at initial smaller than the initial turbidity value in this study results with initial 140 NTU. Iron is removed from 2.29 mg/L as Fe to 0.19 mg/L as Fe for sand A. The removal percentage is 91.5%. But the range of removal percentage is moved down to 50% to 80% for sand B, and C. The capability of soil to remove iron for sand D is very low which is below than 10% as in Fig. 4. Sand A, B and C showed significant iron removal rather than sand D which less than 10%. The content of iron was removed by sorption mechanism [15].

Changes in particle size distribution do interfere the removal efficiency of contaminants on ground water. Poorly graded soil (Sand B and C) is consistent to remove iron from ground water above than 50%. Well graded soil (Sand A and D) have a suitable soil particles size distribution for great removal of turbidity contaminant. However, with low permeability, well graded soil (sand D) iron removal is below than 10% removal. Now in real RBF conditions, pressure will be applied as
to increase the volume of water yields. Because of that poorly graded sand is suitable for RBF site. With high $C_u$, soil with poorly graded can raise for better permeability. It is good for the site to have a poorly graded sand and gravel aquifer.

To summarize the capabilities of different sand PSD to remove turbidity and iron, Fig. 5 was constructed. By increasing coefficient of uniformity, the removal of contaminants is increased for all parameters. But removal of turbidity is more prominent and easier to be effected by coefficient of uniformity. The removal iron is not showing a significant relationship towards coefficient of uniformity. This is because all samples are disturbed soil samples whose distribution of particle is not arranged by grain size. The turbidity variation in disturb sample is not influenced by trap coefficient but by travel time which means length of the aquifer. Trap coefficient is the fraction of sediment deposit in the reservoir [16].

![Graph showing removal of turbidity and iron for different sand samples.](image1)

![Graph showing percentage removals vs coefficient of uniformity for all sand samples.](image2)

**Fig. 4:** Removal of turbidity and iron for different sand samples.  
**Fig. 5:** Percentage removals vs coefficient of uniformity for all sand samples.

**Conclusion**

The performance of alluvial soil to remove contaminant depended on particles size distribution, soil graded and soil structure. From the relationship between coefficient of uniformity and removal efficiency, it can be concluded that the highest $C_u$ has given higher removal efficiency in general. The soil with well graded is not advisable for RBF as it would have low soil permeability. Furthermore, the soil should not have low permeability because pressure will be applied during RBF operations and fine particles may move together with the flowing water. Consequently, it was observed that the performance of the poorly graded alluvial soil has been effective in the reduction of turbidity and iron where the removal consistent up to 50%. Therefore, the poorly graded alluvial soil structure showed the potential result to be as a suitable structure in RBF and should be verified by in-situ test. From the result, it showed that different PSD having different capabilities of removal of different contaminants.
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